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Abstract

The ‘‘one-off’’ approach of systematic reviews is no longer sustainable; we need to move toward producing ‘‘living’’ evidence syntheses
(i.e., comprehensive, based on rigorous methods, and up-to-date). This implies rethinking the evidence synthesis ecosystem, its infrastruc-
ture, and management. The three distinct production systemsdprimary research, evidence synthesis, and guideline developmentdshould
work together to allow for continuous refreshing of synthesized evidence and guidelines. A new evidence ecosystem, not just focusing on
synthesis, should allow for bridging the gaps between evidence synthesis communities, primary researchers, guideline developers, health
technology assessment agencies, and health policy authorities. This network of evidence synthesis stakeholders should select relevant clin-
ical questions considered a priority topic. For each question, a multidisciplinary community including researchers, health professionals,
guideline developers, policymakers, patients, and methodologists needs to be established and commit to performing the initial evidence
synthesis and keeping it up-to-date. Encouraging communities to work together continuously with bidirectional interactions requires greater
incentives, rewards, and the involvement of health care policy authorities to optimize resources. A better evidence ecosystem with collab-
orations and interactions between each partner of the network of evidence synthesis stakeholders should permit living evidence syntheses to
justify their status in evidence-informed decision-making. ! 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

An accurate, concise, up-to-date, and unbiased synthesis
of available evidence is arguably one of the most valuable
contributions a research community can offer patients,
health care providers, guideline developers, funders, health
policymakers or health system managers, and other deci-
sion makers [1]. Changes in health care research, advance-
ments in technology, and the development of new methods

are converging in new ways to produce higher quality evi-
dence synthesis (i.e., based on more rigorous methods and a
timely, comprehensive search) for better health care
decision-making. However, these developments imply
rethinking the evidence synthesis ecosystem, its infrastruc-
ture and management, and to move toward an evidence
ecosystem.

For clinical research, we can no longer afford the ‘‘one-
off’’ approach of systematic reviews relying on repeated
construction and deconstruction of ephemeral review teams
in a ‘‘staccato’’ fashion [2]. A system based on multiple ini-
tiatives arising from uncoordinated groups of researchers
working to answer narrow questions focusing on only some
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Abstract

Objectives: This article presents why the planning, conduct, and reporting of systematic reviews and meta-analyses of therapeutic in-
terventions are suboptimal.

Study Design and Setting: We present an overview of the limitations of the current system of evidence synthesis for therapeutic
interventions.

Results: Systematic reviews and meta-analyses are a cornerstone of health care decisions. However, despite the increasing a number of
published systematic reviews of therapeutic interventions, the current evidence synthesis ecosystem is not properly addressing stakeholders’
needs. The current production process leads to a series of disparate systematic reviews because of erratic and inefficient planning with a
process that is not always comprehensive and is prone to bias. Evidence synthesis depends on the quality of primary research, so primary
research that is not available is biased or selectively reported raises important concerns. Moreover, the lack of interactions between the
community of primary research producers and systematic reviewers impedes the optimal use of data. The context has considerably evolved,
with ongoing research innovations, a new medical approach with the end of the one-size-fits-all approach, more available data, and new
patient expectations. All these changes must be introduced into the future evidence ecosystem.

Conclusion: Dramatic changes are needed to enable this future ecosystem to become user driven and user oriented and more useful for
decision-making. ! 2020 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction

The results of more than 30,000 new randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) are published every year [1].
Hence, patients, clinicians, clinical practice guideline de-
velopers, researchers, policy makers, health system man-
agers, and funders alike find it extremely challenging to

consider all the primary research findings on a given topic
when making health care decisions [2]. They need a
comprehensive, critical, up-to-date synthesis of all avail-
able evidence about the efficacy and safety of interventions.
Accordingly, systematic reviews (i.e., a systematic identifi-
cation, appraisal, and synthesis of all relevant prior studies
on a specified topic according to a predetermined and
explicit method [3]) and meta-analyses (i.e., the statistical
aggregation of all relevant prior studies [3]) are a corner-
stone of health care decisions [4,5].

Systematic reviews of RCTs have been developed to
address this need and are usually considered the highest
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Abstract

To become user driven and more useful for decision-making, the current evidence synthesis ecosystem requires significant changes (Pa-
per 1. Future of evidence ecosystem series). Reviewers have access to new sources of data (clinical trial registries, protocols, and clinical
study reports from regulatory agencies or pharmaceutical companies) for more information on randomized control trials. With all these
newly available data, the management of multiple and scattered trial reports is even more challenging. New types of data are also becoming
available: individual patient data and routinely collected data. With the increasing number of diverse sources to be searched and the amount
of data to be extracted, the process needs to be rethought. New approaches and tools, such as automation technologies and crowdsourcing,
should help accelerate the process. The implementation of these new approaches and methods requires a substantial rethinking and redesign
of the current evidence synthesis ecosystem. The concept of a ‘‘living’’ evidence synthesis enterprise, with living systematic review and
living network meta-analysis, has recently emerged. Such an evidence synthesis ecosystem implies conceptualizing evidence synthesis
as a continuous process built around a clinical question of interest and no longer as a small team independently answering a specific clinical
question at a single point in time. ! 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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As presented in paper 1 of the Future of evidence
ecosystem series, the current evidence synthesis
ecosystemdecosystem for producing systematic reviews,
meta-analyses, and network meta-analysesdrequires sig-
nificant changes to overcome its important drawbacks to
adapt to developments in health care and primary research
and become more useful in the decision-making process.

In this paper, we will consider how access to new sour-
ces and types of data and recent developments of new
methods, new technologies, and new tools presents a great

opportunity to create and sustain an ecosystem that is better
designed to support the production of updated high-quality
evidence syntheses.

1. Using all existing sources and types of data

1.1. Searching, using, comparing, and integrating all
sources of data

As previously discussed in paper 1, most systematic re-
views currently rely on summary data extracted from re-
ports published in peer-reviewed journals or reported in
conference abstracts. This approach raises important con-
cerns related to reporting bias [1e4] and lack of
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New methodologies, better use of ‘real-world’ evidence and the 
involvement of a wider range of disciplines (including the social 
sciences and implementation science)…

NIHR research will need to become much more integrated across 

disciplines and better serve the more holistic research questions that 

we will increasingly be asked to address in years to come. 

Support the NHS’s Accelerated Access Collaborative… to align 
research, manufacturing and deployment activities, ensuring the 

rapid delivery of necessary clinical trials and investigations 



Programme
10:00 – 10.15 am Welcome and Introductions to the Day

Olivia Wu | NIHR Complex Reviews Support Unit

10:15 – 10:45 am Reflections from the NIHR Complex Reviews Support Unit
Terry Quinn, Neil Hawkins, Alex Sutton | NIHR Complex Reviews Support Unit

10:45 – 11:00 am Q & A
BREAK

11:15– 11:45 am Evolution and Revolution: the future of global evidence synthesis
Karla Soares-Weiser | Cochrane Editor in Chief

11:45 – 12:15 pm Synthesising Evidence for Complex Questions: the NICE Perspective
Joshua Pink | Senior Technical Advisor (Methodology), NICE

12:15 – 12:30 am Q & A
LUNCH



Programme
1:15 – 1:45 pm The Challenges of Evidence Synthesis Ahead: the Industry 

Perspective
Christine Fletcher | Vice President, Specialty & Primary Care Statistics, 
GlaxoSmithKline

1:45 – 2:15 pm Future of Evidence Synthesis: the NIHR Perspective
Lesley Stewart | Programme Director, NIHR Evidence Synthesis Programme

2:15 – 2:30 pm Q & A
2:30 – 2:45 pm Closing Statement



REMIT

To support and encourage successful delivery of complex reviews of importance to the NHS, whilst 
building capacity and capability within the research community

OBJECTIVES
• To advise on appropriate design and methodological approaches to undertaking complex 

reviews 
• To explore potential solutions to unexpected challenges arising in complex reviews 
• To advise on the interpretation of findings of complex reviews 

• To highlight areas of unmet need and to support the NIHR in setting future research priorities 
• To build capability and capacity within the research community through advice and support 
• To build capability and capacity within the research community through training and workshops

https://fundingawards.nihr.ac.uk/award/14/178/29



NIHR CRSU in Numbers

61 Cochrane Reviews
NMA, cNMA, DTA, Sequential analysis, Survival data, 

Value of Information, Realist Synthesis, 
Critical Interpretive Synthesis

27
NIHR-funded evidence synthesis

10 Cochrane Programme Grants

1 NICE technology appraisal

35 Conference presentations

12 Invited talks

31 Training events17 Grant applications

15 publications
Methodological focus
14  Cochrane reviews

7 Other publications (editorials, 
protocols, monographs)

4 APPS
MetaInsight (COVID), MetaDTA

(Primer)



Key Achievements and Lessons Learned

• ”Complexity” has many meanings
• Changing mindsets and building relationships
• Shaping review questions
• Defining relevant evidence (continuum) 
• Explore different, but not necessarily state-of-the-art methods
• “Heterogeneity is your friend”
• Maximising the value of the data
• Fast-moving landscape


